THE TECH.

were made by Bliss and Brown, when the ball was lost to Tech. on a fumble. Germer advanced 10 yards, and on the third down Vorce kicked to Stone, who was tackled after a short run across the field. Bliss kicked to Germer, who was downed on Andover's 50-yard line. Tech. lost the ball on four downs, and Stone broke through the line with an open field in front of him, but, on a claim of interference, the ball went to Technology. Several scrimmages then took place, neither side gaining, and the first half was called with the ball in the centre of the field. In the second half Garrison took Black's place, and Weis played centre, Baker filling his position at end. The ball was in Andover's territory during the first 20 minutes, and a good run by Kales carried it to their 5-yard line; but Tech. failed to score, and lost the ball on four downs. Bliss made a long punt which Vorce captured, but Gilbert tackled him near the centre of the field, and Tech. was forced to kick. Stone caught the ball, was thrown by Weis, but, getting on his feet again, ran half the length of the field for a touchdown. The try for goal failed, and time was called with the score 4-0 in favor of Andover.

Tech. vs. Exeter.

Two hundred Exeter men left the campus Saturday, after witnessing their eleven defeat Tech. handily by the score of 14-0. Tech.'s inexperience and lack of coaching account for the defeat. Aside from this there was too much fumbling the ball and a lack of brace on the rush-line, which was taken advantage of by Exeter in getting through. Both teams suffered more or less from having their men disabled, Tech., however, being crippled from the start. The result, though unpromising, must not be taken as a criterion of future work.

Exeter took the ball on the toss, and by short rushes soon had it down at Tech's twenty-five-yard line, where Stothers failed at a goal from the field. Vorce punted the ball to the centre, but hard rushes by Exeter brought it back again, and Phelan succeeded in downing it within three yards of Tech.'s line. Tech. held well, and Exeter's rush-line lost ground in attempting to force a touchdown. Vorce secured the ball from Stothers' unsuccessful try at goal and punted down the field, and Waite made a fair catch from Stothers' return. Tech. lost the ball on a fumble, and Phelan carried it outside about five yards from the corner. Stothers made a long run across the field, and secured the first touchdown for Exeter, from which Word kicked the goal. Tech. played a stronger game for the remainder of the half, and Exeter was unable to increase her lead. Borden, half-back for Exeter, injured his hand, and was replaced by N. Ewing. Tech. got the ball on four downs within thirty yards of Exeter's line, but lost it on a fumble. Stothers was tackled by Kales after a long run, and the half closed with the ball near the centre of the field.

At the beginning of the second half several changes were made in the positions of the elevens; Lord went on as left end, Kales was replaced by Weis, and Noblit took the latter's place as half-back. I. G. James played instead of Colburn as Exeter's left end. Tech. started the ball on this half, but it soon went to Exeter on four downs. Exeter kicked and got down on the ball near Tech.'s goal, and Vorce kicked to save a touchdown. Ewing was laid off and replaced by Borden. Tech.'s line was unable to hold the Exeter rushers, who succeeded several times in getting through on the backs. Exeter's quarter made a long rush, but the ball went to Tech. on a foul; Weis and Yeorg advanced the ball twenty-five yards for Tech. Vorce kicked, and Stothers was compelled to down the ball. Rushes by Borden and Gilliam brought the ball in toward Tech.'s goal, and Phelan made the second touchdown for Exeter;